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Арт фест Водна кула

Water Tower Art Fest

фестивалът

the water tower art fest

Водна кула арт фест е независим арт
фестивал, който се организира от сдружение
ИМЕ за 5-та поредна година. Нашата цел
е оживяването на градски пространства с
различни артистични средства: визуални
изкуства, музика и пърформанси. Вълнуват
ни най-новите тенденции в експерименталните изкуства, които искаме да направим
достъпни и за българската публика.

This year’s artist initiative exploded
with much more to offer than ever before.
In this, fifth year, we incorporated even
more abandoned buildings and utilized
more sites by populating them with the
art of local and international artists.
June 2010 saw the formation of many partnerships, all struck by motivation and
engagement — both social and artistic.

Чрез непосредствени контакти с международни организации в сферата на културата
и артисти, ние подкрепяме обмена в изкуствата, който да развива креативните
индустрии в района и да подкрепя културните
различия.

What we are trying to acheive with our
festival is a way of dealing with daily
urban life by presenting alternative models. By inviting artists and art managers
with expertise in utilizing and re-purposing currently unused spaces, we help
build urban environments rather than demolish them.

Ние вярваме, че в ролята ни на медиатори
в обществото между креативния потелнциал
на младото поколение и местните жители,
както и правителствени институции и
_____4 средния бизнес, можем да постигнем разрешение по наболели социални въпроси и да

Within the framework
discussion was opened
successful models of
doned or unused sites

of the festival, a
in order to present
re-purposing abaninto art centers.

дадем полезна рамка и форма на градския
живот у нас. Така че вместо да се рушат
сгради с обществено значение, потенциални паметници на културата, ние
даваме алтернатива за съвместен диалог за
използването и разграфяването в културна
мрежа, по атрактивен за всички модел.
Всичко това се прави с експертиза и помощ
от интернационално утвърдени автори, работещи в сферата на пространствени форми,
дизайн, инсталации, видео и музика.
сдружението (www.imebg.org)
Какво е сдружение ИМЕ?
То може да бъде всяко едно “име”, което
застава зад идеи за отворено и непредубедено сътрудничество чрез изкуствата с
“другите”, които могат да
бъдат и другите в нас.
Сдружението е създадено
да подкрепя културни продукции в района на Балканите и да свързва района
с други части на Европа и
света като създава на територията на България артистични събития и резиденции като свободна духовна зона на комуникация.
Създадено е от група творчески личности като непрекъснато се допълва от нови членове, измежду
който артисти, музиканти, адвокати, журналисти и асоциирани членове.

This year’s theme was “Clairvoyance”.
Our intention was to provoke a communal
clairvoyant movement to generate a more
soulful way of living in an urban environment. We accomplished this by bringing together various artistic groups and
ideas around one artistic theme.
the organization (www.imebg.org)
NGO IME is a non-governmental, non-profit organization which focuses on establishing collaborative connections in the
fields of art and culture. Our concentration is aimed at bringing together artist organizations, individual creatives
(artists), and artistic environments. In
doing so, we provide art and cultural
exchange, solutions to problems, ideageneration, creative community-building, and artist residencies. The impetus for these activities
arise from the Bulgarian
need to encourage social
change and the development of culture using art
centers as (mental and
spiritual) free zones.
Our
objectives
include
the devlopment of creative
industries in the region
and the fiscal and infrastructural support for
cultural diversity, supporting a regional
cultural market, and encouraging the mobility of individuals, ideas, and works.
As a small NGO, our ambition is simply to
collaborate in a creative way with other
operators on a cultural and social level,
in order to invigorate cultural life in
the Balkan region and connect it to other
parts of Europe and the World.
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Water Tower Lozenetz
25 - 30 June

Address:
r.d. Lozenetz, the corner of Galichica
Str. and Tedosiii Turnovski Str.

The tower has been designed by an Austrian architects and build in accordance
to the French school of building of water towers in 1920s. It stands out with
its unique construction and is one of the
most interesting architectural sites in
the region of upper Lozenetz.
It has quite a logical history behind its
rising necessity - to play the important
role in bringing water to the higher (at
that time 2 and 3 floor) buildings in the
region, situated at the level or higher
to the main reservoir in Lozenetz, east
of the seminary.
The architect had in mind that the building would also be used as a watch tower and the citizens of Sofia will take
pleasure in watching the view of the city
_____6 center and the Vitosha Mountain.
There are wide stair steps to its third
platform, where there is an exit to the
balcony where there is the 360 degrees
wonderful view of the place. Exactly above
the third platform is the water reservoir. A very narrow staircase takes you
to the top, where another staircase can
take you to the actual top of the tower.

Even though it hasn’t been used for decays, the Water tower is often a site for
cultural activities and communication.
Abandoned and deserted, but very beautiful, thanks to the initiatives of NGO
IME for more than 3 years now in conduct
and partnership of the region of Lozenetz, there have been artistic projects
and events. The garden around the Tower
is regularly cleaned and is turned into
a meeting place for creative people and
artistic initiatives presenting contemporary art and culture.
Instalations:
Marek Gabrysch & Lindsay Duncanson, UK
Formwerk, SW
Be’Shee’S, FR
Benzo, BG
Sound installation:
Rokko&Agnes, BG
Film projections / open air cinema:
selection Tom Kirk
Workshop:
“Clairvoyance” by Lindsay Duncanson

Discussion / 28 June 2010
With local art organizations, municipality and governmental institutions representatives, business sector, local citizens, artist and artist’s organizations
and Experts – art managers from European
art residency centers.
By establishing a network of the European independent cultural organizations,
artists and cultural workers from Bulgaria, Armenia, Croatia, Sweden and Turkey, and other European countries the new
issue emerged: connecting cultures and
different communities through abandoned
architectural sites and contemporary artistic production. In the time when the
public space gets more and more narrow,
and the big capital directs the development of the cities, we would like to give
back the right to the people to decide,
to the citizens, asking about their own
needs, opinions, wishes, offering possible solutions through art, in the same
time producing the social liaisons and
direct experiencing of the common goods.
We have chosen several neglected sites,
places in transition, in each of the men_____8 tioned countries and our wish is to make
them alive in this way and incite public
discussion about their destiny.
The debate within the Water tower art
fest had the aim to help the communication and interaction between municipality, governmental institutions, local associations and art organizations
for the development of the cultural
life in Sofia - the capital of Bulgaria.

We wanted to raise the awareness of the
need of such self sustained art centres
in the future through the debate within
the art fest organized by NGO IME.
We have invited art managers of art residency centres from Europe, especially to
present their model of art centres/residency as public private partnership.
Guests:
Sharon Bailey – Isis, UK
Sharon Bailey is one of the Co-Directors of ISIS Arts. ISIS Arts is a notfor-profit arts organisation in Newcastle
upon Tyne, which was founded in 1991 by.
ISIS Arts promotes the making, presentation and exchange of experimental media
art through residency, commissioning and
training opportunities for artists. ISIS
Arts’ programme seeks to address themes
of identity and cultural understanding
and engages with artists to produce work
that challenges and presents subjects
within new contexts.
Kenneth Hay, Leeds University
Moorland Productions is the umbrella organisation for the collaborative art productions of Kenneth G. Hay and Seetha A.
It was formed in 1996 to showcase their
work in multimedia, installation, video,
photography, painting, print and other
areas. This website was formed in 2007 to
present a public platform for their collective research and is being constantly
updated. Moorland Productions has participated in three Venice Biennales (1995,

2003, 2009) as well as many exhibitions worldwide, including Vancouver, Berlin, London, Brno, Rekjavik, Valletta, and Beijing. A major retrospective of their work
was shown in Tainan, Taiwan in 2007. Kenneth is also
Professor of Conemporary Art Practice at the University
of Leeds.
For the Water Tower Arts Festival,
Kenneth spoke about the ‘Artistic
potentials of Post-Industrial Space’,
the subject of a collaborative book:
“Explorations in Spatiality” (eds.
K.G.Hay, J.Stell & L.Cameron), The
University of Leeds Press, 2006.
www.moorland-productions.com
www.personal.leeds.ac.uk/~fin6kgh
www.frozenacademy.org
If we manage to reach a conclusion
over the future of a particular building or negotiate with the municipality for turning one into an art center with given priority to alternative
arts and residency center for young
creative people and a meeting point
for the elder generation and marginal
groups, we will consider this endeavor a successful one.
Moderators:
Yuriy Vulkovsky & Milena Deleva
Yuriy Vulkovsky is a cultural researcher and practitioner. Since 1994
he has been involved in a number of
research and actions projects in the
field of cultural policy, cultural
management, mapping of the cultural
sector, civic participation in policy-making, social impact of the arts,
and others.
yvulkovsky@dir.bg
Milena Deleva
Managing Director of Elizabeth Kostova Foundation
mdeleva@ekf.bg
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The old Bath and Rotunda,
Bankya
26 - 30 June

Address:
The center of Bankya
In 1907 under the initiative of the minister of agriculture and trade at that
time D-r Nikola Genadiev, the building
of the Big Bath in Bankya commences. The
main architect is a professor from Munich
- Arthur Hocheder, leader of the building
site - architect Neno Neshev. The contractors are Savov brothers from Sofia and
the Bankya citizen Nikola Rangelov.
The building lasted three years and endsed
in 1911, when the design and construction
of the terrain around the bath began – a
beautiful park.
The Big Bath with its 1 700 sq. m and architectural style kept the leadership on
the Balkan Peninsula for ages.

Today the Big Bath in the town of Bankya,
the masterpiece from the beginning of the
last century of balneological building,
and its territories are abandoned and deserted.
Installations:
Formwerk, SW
Cristian Rieloff, Árni Gudmundsson &
Juha van Ingen, SW
Acoss, Armenia
Yoan Claveau Lima &
Guilhem Delhomme, FR
On the Road Production,
Klaus Maehring, AU
Marek Gabrysch & Lindsay Duncanson, UK
Marcos Vidal, SP
Nia Pushkarova, BG

Rumen Dimitrov - Popa, BG
Performances:
Anne Weshinskey, USA/ Turkey
Video Projection:
Yagama, BG
Workshop:
Klaus Maehring, AU
Open stage concert
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Serdika Tower

Installations:

27 - 30 June

Yoan Claveau Lima & Guilhem Delhomme,
FR/BRA

Address:
the corner of Exarches Joseph Str. and
Maria Luisa blvd., entrance from Rocca
Building

Yohann Walter, FR/Denmark

Another space, which we used for our
cultural mapping of the city during the
fest, is “the underground” with archeological remains of the wall of ancient
city of Serdika. We were hosted by the
north wall close to the corner tower of
Serdika, remains of which could be seen
on the corner of street “Exarch Yosiff”
and blvd. “Knyaginya Maria – Luiza” (the
old Sofia shop). The basement hall of the
corner building gives just a glimpse of
what the massive wall must have been and
how it surrounded, like a belt, the ancient main city of Serdika. It defined the
size of the city for centuries until its
final demolition in 15th century after the
____12 Ottoman conquest. It was built in 176-180
years, by the roman emperors Mark Aurelius and Commodious. The
wall had 4 main gates,
facing towards the 4 directions of the world and
mapping the main streets
towards the center of the
city (a capital at that
time). Actually the first
wall has been reconstructed a few times and more
towers have been added in
time - sharp pointed, 5
cornered and triangle between them. All of this
has been done with the aim
to protect Serdika and its
citizens from the attacks,
robbery and predatory wars
of Goths, Wes Goths and
Huns. The walls where as
high as 8 – 10 meters above
ground level and the towers 14 meters high.

Formwerk, SW
Vruyr Tizyan, Acoss, Armenia
Efrosina Peneva, BG
Luybomir Draganov, BG
Benzo, BG
Film Projections:
Marie Lossie, FR
Matt Hulse, UK
Luybcho Draganov, BG
Selection experimental films Nina Boyanova
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Makrtich Tonoyan/ ACOSS, Armenia
MILITARY-CULTURAL OBJECT (working title)
Armenian Open University “Risk Zone” Workshop
May 2006 “Risk Zone” Workshop
Curators: M.Djoumaliev and G.Kasmalieva
Concept: Border village in Armenia, house of culture
(cultural centre). There is a real story behind this
concept, showing how a commune object can be transformed into a military one, during the war.
The existential reality urges us to look at this metamorphosis as if it’s a normal one, and in this ugliness, create a feeling of comfort, again.
This, in turn, is presented as a “novel-installation”
about how a theatre stage was turned into a hospital,
the amphitheatre into a military barrack, the balcony
into storage, the cloakroom into a kitchen and the
entrance hall into a dining room.
In this “barrack”, 200 soldiers were sharing their
destiny.
The changes happened only inside. By contrast, the
theatre’s façade as well as the grounds were not
changed because of the “camouflage” situation.
The “performance” was titled: “A war that is still
going on…”
Video installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Arpine Tokmajyan/ ACOSS, Armenia
The Landscape of City Voice
audio-visual installation, 2007
Everything around us contains different kinds of information (audio, visual, emotional…). Usually we don’t
pay attention to many “marginal” visual and sound info
around us, and to their influence on us.
In this work I am trying to focus on visual and audio information and, for better understanding, I am
converting the one kind of information into another.
So, I recorded street noise/voice in Yerevan (by the
way the street is named after the greatest Armenian
composer Komitas) and took pictures of the same place.
Then I converted the sound of the noise/voice into a
vector and made a visual landscape using the photos
(deformed them, giving them the shape of the sound
vector).
By installing this work in an abandoned space, I hope
to make an imitation of the active noisy life. A noise
that on one hand is so boring in the city, but on the
other hand is missing in abandoned spaces.
Visual and sound installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia
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Vruyr Tizian/ ACOSS, Armenia
Nostalgia
My work is an attempt to regenerate a piece of reality
from the past. I always have this feeling, when I find
myself in an abandoned space, where everything is a
reminder of the past, and the present is the imagination or the memory of that past.
Everyone that has been there before falls in the nostalgia, trying to recall the same feelings which are
saved in his memories. But these feelings are different, since the emotions have grown dull with time.
All of these are attempts of finding the missing past
again, but even if you do your best, one very important component is always missing.
This way the “Lady of the bath” appeared in my imagination, the first time I entered the building. How she
looked, in reality, I can’t describe, but she looks
this way now, as a ghost of an abandoned bath, created
with separate pieces of impressions from the bath.

____16
Installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Vahram Kostanyan/ ACOSS, Armenia
A floristic composition
Title: My naïve, fresh fruitman
It is a characteristic for mankind seeking after ways
to go upwards. Though in this case the level of the
starting point is not so important but the contemporary informational storm mixes up the levels and
we get confused, and sometimes in fact “upwards” is
downwards and vice-versa. Even if we don’t create stereotypes, now they are being given to us in a finished
form.
Though my fruitman is a naïve one, he is still fresh
and hasn’t lost the ability to get surprised, he will
never mix up “Up” and “Down”. When one is in love,
they can get sun warmth even from sunflowers.
I am jealous of him!

17___
Flower installation - Serdika basement, Sofia

Roko Ko and Agnes, Bulgaria
•SoundPlayTime•
Up in the tower the pendulums of the metronomes are
playing with the sounds which are playing temporary
with time... stretching and compressing...
Up in the tower the roses are the hours, fallen from
the clockwork of infinity. It is time!
In the SoundPlayTime project instruments improvise
with a minimal human impact and control. The different tempos of the metronomes create a thick net of
interlaced rhythms which induce a state of trance,
cleansing the consciousness of thoughts.

____18
“SoundPlayTime” - Water tower, Lozenetz, Sofia

Nia Pushkarova, Bulgaria
Video installation by Nia Pushkarova:
“Healing personal wounds through what you do and who
you want to be.
Clairvoyant way of making it happen and inducing it
into your life, in spite of the circumstances of your
everyday social and personal life.”
Not doing much on the spot - just reading, and drying off after a bath. The place of projection is above
the female bath sector in Bankya’s mineral baths, in a
frame, and it evokes notions of stability and balance
between gender and social responsibility in spite of
and because of personal issues!
“Indigenous Nia”

19___
Visual installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Arni Gumundson,
Cristian Rieloff/ Sweden
For a decade Cristian Rieloff and Árni Gudmundsson
have closely collaborated on art projects, with everything from performance to organizing exhibitions.
“Still Life” is the first exhibition in which C.R and
A.G. produced all the art pieces together.
“Before the exhibition “Still Life” we decided to take
a trip through the landscape of masculinity.
On this journey we came across various classical and
modern images of man’s achievements such us: heroic deeds, sacrifices, sexuality, intellectual deeds,
atrocities, conquers, leadership and ideal of beauty.
We blend and mix ourselves with some of the metaphors
and clichés that we found. Our ambition is not to draw
any conclusions. However, one thing can be said about
what we have seen, namely that most of the pictures
are about some sort of acceptance of an action or position.”
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Photo installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Juha van Ingen/ Finland
PERFORMANCE
installation / audiovisual performance
An “open style” karaoke in which members of the audience participate by spontaneous interpretation of the
four videos: HOUSE, ROAD, LOVE and WORK.

21___
Performance - Serdika basement, Sofia

Marcos Vidal/ Spain
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“Reality show”- the Old Bath,
Bankya, Sofia

This project examines the television spectator and
the transformation that this spectator undergoes. In
the past, contemplation was a special activity that
elevated the human spirit, but today it has become
completely alienating. The screen captures our attention and our will, and the TV eats our soul like a Big
Mac. A special human-machine relationship: necessity,
obsession, or something worse. A TV is like a box void
or an impenetrable compact block of stupidity. Very
much like the head of the spectator – full of nothing and empty of knowledge. The spectator falls into
a state of cathode hypnosis. He shakes, jumps, his
pupils dilate, and finally he becomes a hybrid being
composed of a human and an armchair. A new sort of
object, decorating the house.
“Reality show” is an installation about intimacy and
the contemporary spectator. This consists of invading
an intimate space. The bath full of stamps with the
smiling face of the spectators in the tiles. Then they
can contemplate us as in a reality show. The presence of useful cleanliness is important. Cleaning our
clothes in public places is a way of humiliation. He
wants to make us think about our intimacy. The work
is an irony that produces the access to the intimacy
and its commercialization in the media. Vidal begins
a new project, and wants to experiment between the
graph and the installation.

Juha van Ingen, Arni Gumundson,
Cristian Rieloff/ Sweden, Finland
And a collaboration by Arni Gudmundson, Juha van Ingen and Cristian Rieloff:
SCANDINAVIA (everybody is welcome)
A performance in which the audience of Water Tower
Art Fest and passers by could join SCANDINAVIA by
wearing a blond wig and drinking vodka.
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Performance - Serdika basement, Sofia

Efrosina Peneva/ Bulgaria

Inside the lamp

The lamp as a street clothes

Installation – Recycled lamp “White Thought of a Tree”
This work is a part of my “White thought of a Tree”
project. My motivation was to discover the nature of
a tree in a new way, as well as the concepts of life,
destiny, and transformation in nature. I also wanted
to explore the connection between all of these ideas.
I made this lamp from recycled paper that underwent
processing from the machinery at the print shop. The
lamp is an installation, a place that one enters from
a small lightened opening and can then experience a
white thought or a feeling of the tree.
The facts:
- A tree is a perennial (latin: per- through, annus
– year) woody plant.
- In different mythologies the “tree of life” is related to immortality or fertility.
- “Science has already discovered that nothing can
disappear without trace.The nature does not allow
disappearing. Transformation is all that nature has
granted us.” B.Gerasimov
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Installation - Serdika basement, Sofia

Benzo Yordanov/ Bulgaria

Video Installation
The Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia
Video Installation - Water tower, Lozenetz, Sofia
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Rumen Dimitrov - Popa/ Bulgaria
1965 born in Opaka, Bulgaria
1992 graduated from Veliko Tarnovo–St.st. Cyril and
Methodii University / Master of Art
1999 establish the DUPPINI Art Group
2000 elected member of the UBA (Union of the Bulgarian Artists)
2005 International sculpture Symposium “Stone in the
Galilee”, Israel International Art-in-nature Symposium, Natuurkunst Drenthe, The Netherlands International Lake Vyrnwy sculpture Symposium, Wales
2006 International sculpture Symposium “Stone in the
Galilee”, Israel International sculpture Symposium
Saksala, Finland Geumgang Nature Art Biennale, South
Korea
2007 International Sculpture Symposium, Morges, Switzerland Caerleon International Sculpture Symposium,
Wales.
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Installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Yohann Walter/ Denmark
Yohann Walter, born in France in 1982, is a visual and
new media artist based in Denmark. His work widely explores the landscape and the role of narration, questioning and playing with their viability, impact or
decline. From photography and motion pictures to installations and sound, his sensitive approach proposes
walk through symbols and contemplative stagings.
As an illustrator and video-director, as well, he
regularly collaborates with bands, artists, cultural
and youth organizations, on commissioned and volunteer projects.
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Video Installation - Serdika basement, Sofia

Stina Pehrsdotter/ Formverk,
Sweden

Video Installation
the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Formverk (art zone), established 2004 by Stina Pehrsdotter and Niclas Hallberg, is a place for contemporary
art and art projects, working international to realize
artistic exchange and cooperation. We have comprehensive contacts with other artist-run places around the
world and ongoing collaborations with artists in Serbia, Albania, Poland, Bulgaria, Turkey, Germany, Netherlands, UK, India, Brazil and New York. The Formverk
(art zone) also arranges exhibitions elsewhere, gets
commissions and gives lectures.
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Installation - Water tower, Lozenetz, Sofia

Niclas Hallberg/ Formverk,
Sweden

Video Installation
Water tower, Lozenetz, Sofia
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Video Installation - Serdika basement, Sofia

Yoan Claveau de Lima &
Guilhem Delhomme/ France

Installation the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Yoan Claveau de Lima & Guilhem Delhomme are both architects and scene-designers.
Their work, which can be seen as spatial destabilization by the urban intervention, uses patent saturation
of public space like a generator of ephemeral and sensitive faults. Starting from the contextual parameters
and the available material, they work to create new
spontaneous organisms, echoing by tensions and friction in their native environment.
Simple site specific actions, highlighting, re-contextualizing and re-scheduling became a way to transcend
the reality and break up the linear use of space; a
singular breach in the perpetual flux of our daily
rituals. Undeniably, the art work will be a fruit of
the specific place itself.
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Installation - Serdika basement, Sofia

Klaus Mähring/ Austria

Picture of the participants
in the workshop in Bankya

Photo artist that also organizes On the Road Productions and the Nomadic Village.
Starting off as a traveling photographer, I soon
equipped a bus with all the needs to work on the road
forever. Over the years it turned into a center for
nomadic art activities. Nowadays my work lies between
photography, photo-performance and the diplomatic mission to create the nomadic village network.
Free workshop - Taking a b/w photograph with an old
camera, development of the negative under very
improvised conditions
During my projects I discovered that the process of
analog photography has become quite exotic nowadays.
Most people got used to digital photography. To see
how a film is loaded, to watch the up-side-down picture
on a focusing screen before exposure, the mixing of
chemistry to produce an actual negative, all this is
almost considered a miracle or pure alchemy. Besides
this, analog photography always was considered to require perfectionism, a darkroom and lots of equipement. Through my work I discovered thatall of this
can be done under very improvised conditions. And if
one leaves behind perfect timing and measuring, one
actually opens up to “mistakes” that can enrich the
picture-language.
In the workshop, that covered one afternoon and was
held around the bus, I set up my Graflex 4x5” camera,
took a picture and developed the b/w negative.

Photography workshop - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia
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Anne Weshinsky/ USA, Turkey
Anne ‘Anika’ Weshinsky is a professional circus and
burlesque
performer/investigator/craftsperson/arts
educator/librarian who is determined to stop using so
many slashes in describing herself and to just start
giving back to the artistic communities that have
nurtured her over the years. Her diverse experience
includes running a housekeeping business, circus producer, reference librarian in all departments of a
large urban library, furniture mover, rock star, dancer, writer, standardized test scorer, clown teacher
for mentally ill adults, circus camp instructor, ethnomusicologist, nanny, eating contest champion, group
fitness leader, TEFL teacher, tightwire walker, foot
juggler and traveler.
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Performance circus

Krasimira Kircheva/ Bulgaria
Clairvoyance:
the art of living?
sometimes I go in and live,
sometimes I act and am active.
I try to make them happen at the same time.
it happens аs often and as natural,
as a fish meets a candle.
and the candle - a fish.
almost never.
anti ever.
But soon.
sometime soon.
tomorrow.
today.
now!
/here the fish becomes a goldfish/
amin.
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Installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia
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Lindsay Duncanson/ UK

Workshop in the Water tower

Workshop in the Rotunda,
Bankya

I have lived and worked as an artist, freelance photographer and video maker in the North East of England
for ten years. I have exhibited widely through out the
region and worked on commission based photographic
and video works in collaborations with a variety of
different arts practitioners which have taken me to
Poland and to Arizona. In 2005 I completed my MA in
Photography at Sunderland University.
Free Workshop for children (8-11)-In the workshop the
young people collaborated to making installation work
using paper models, photography, and video. The workshop explored ideas of home dream, Deja vu premonition. The work made in all workshops worked together
to make a haunting installation of young people’s
dreams and experienced. Each child was asked to write
out a strange dream experience of de javu or premonition that they have had. Over and over again until it
fills in a whole sheet of paper. This was turned in to
a paper model of a house which was illuminated from
the inside. On the inside of each house was a photograph of each child. Each young person was asked to
record their memory/ dream experience onto a video
camera. This was played along side the work. It is a
small introduction to video and art installation.

Installation form the workshop - Water tower, Lozenetz, Sofia

Marek Gabrysch/ UK
Marek Gabrysch is a Sound and Media artist whose current audio work involves hybrid organic and inorganic
instruments and hand made electronics and sensors to
create lo-tech environmental sound possibilities.
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Sound installation - the old Bath, Bankya, Sofia
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Yagama/ Bulgaria
Yagama is a visual artist, originally from Bulgaria,
working in a large variety of media, including painting, poetry, site-specific installations, set design,
performance and, most recently, a focus on video art.
In 2006 she founded of the Uga Buga Art Collective,
with which she realized several important site-specific projects, and became interested in live video - her
childhood dream of painting music coming true. Since
then she has performed at numerous events ranging
from parties and festivals to theatre productions, and
has co-authored several theater and film projects, most
notably “KaroL:LoraK.” She is also active as a fire performer and set designer and is a member of the Visual
Berlin visualists crew.
NOMADS: In 2010 Yagama started work on her long term
a/v project featuring her unpublished poetry from 1999
to now, her own video materials, and music by J-Lab.
The project is a live performance, with each poem
as an audiovisual track, projected on three or two
screens. The video for the poem “Nomads,” written on
the island of St. Croix in 2002, is the first work of
the “Nomads” live video poetry series. It was first
presented at Water Tower Art Fest.
Video Installation - the Old Bath, Bankya, Sofia

Lubcho Draganov/ Bulgaria
Remains of a street
Europe, I-II millenium, AD
For the people inhabiting Europe between the first
and second millenium, AD, “streets” paved with “stone
slabs” were typical.
For access to the underground infrastructure, consisting of “cables” and “pipes”, “shafts” with closed
“lids” were used.
find: Lyubomir Draganov
“My fascination with image is what makes me interested
in making movies, VJ performances, visual installations. Documentalism provokes a feeling of responsibility towards missed moments in memory. And I ask myself - what is valuable and what deserves to be saved.
I search for the answer to that in the present, and
there I find “remains” from which it has been created,
and which I observe from a future perspective. This is
why, in the basement with remains of a tower, a place
of memories, I decided to show a document about the
remains of the street above it. I became aware that I
probably knew as much about the people from Sofia, as
I knew about those from Serdika.”
Video installation - Serdika basement, Sofia
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Yohann Walter
www.yohann-walter.com
yohann.walter@gmail.com
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Yoan Claveau de Lima
www.omegatrois.canalblog.
com
yclaveaudelima@gmail.com

Guilhem Delhomme
gdelho@gmail.com

Cuche Flora
www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=1355973772&v=info&r
ef=sgm

Niclas Hallberg
www.niclashallberg.se
www.formverk.se
www.facebook.com/niclas.
hallberg
niclas.artzone@gmail.com
skype: niclashallberg

Stina Pehrsdotter
www.pehrsdotter.se
stina@pehrsdotter.se

Sharon Bailey
www.isisarts.org.uk
sharon@isisarts.org.uk
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Klaus Maehring
www.klaus.maehring.at
www.nomadic.cd
klaus@maehring.at

Kenneth G. Hay
www.moorland-productions.
com
www.brockleypavilion.com
www.facebook.com/
kenneth.g.hay
k.g.hay@leeds.ac.uk
kghay@me.com

Marcos Vidal
www.sklgallery.com
www.irenepeukes.com
marcos.html
mercadal3@yahoo.es
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Lindsay Duncanson
www.productofboy.net
linz@productofboy.net
noizeanoize@yahoo.co.uk

Marek Gabrysch
www.nomadic.cd/marek.html
noizeanoize@yahoo.co.uk

Anne Weshinsky
www.juggling.tv/video/1911
/anika
wondercabinet@earthlink.
net
t: USA +1 (415) 515-8012,
+1 (415) 515-8012
t: Turkey +90 534 201
4044, +90 534 201 4044

Cristian Rieloff
arni.cristian@gmail.com
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Juha Van Ingen
www.juhavaningen.com
juha.van.ingen@gmail.com

Arni Gudmundson
arni.cristian@gmail.com

Lubomir Draganov
luboff@abv.bg

Yagama
www.myspace.com/yagama
yagamaya@gmail.com

Acoss
www.acoss.org

Mkrtich Tonoyan
m.tonoyan@yahoo.com
www.tonoyan.com
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Arpine Tokmajyan
arpiplus@yahoo.com
+37410 22 11 56
+37491 75 84 08

Vruyr Tizyan

Vahram Kostanyan
starik26@mail.ru

Efrosina Peneva
www.effrosina.blogspot.com
ef_ro_to@abv.bg
+359 886 442617

Benzo
benzoa14@yahoo.fr
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Nia Pushkarova
www.imebg.org
niapush@yahoo.com
niapush@hotmail.com

Rokko
rokoko7@live.com

Biliana Baleva
bilanab@gmail.com
+359 88 9 199903
www.facebook.com/bilkata

Rumen Dimitrov — popa
r_popa@abv.bg

Short history of the project

Artist’s initiative for the period 20062009
Since 2006 NGO - IME (www.imebg.org) has
initiated art events around and in the
abandoned and neglected for decays Water
tower (currently not in use) in the area
of Lozenetz – Sofia and also the train
station Poduene 2007.
The first year the idea involved cleaning up the space around the Water tower
as a statement for the local community
and not only, with the aim to attract the
attention of the authorities in charge
and take care of such valuable, from architectural and historic point of view,
buildings – populating it with fresh energy expressed at that time through the
music of musicians part of the NGO and
also artmospheric.org and the New castle
DJ producer team sharing their wonderful
music and visuals with us.

____44 The next edition of the Art fest was
“Chisto – Clean” at station Poduene 2007 –
a place notorious with its bad reputation
which we cleaned and projected short films
inside its hall; outside we had a musical
concert for a day including the minority
social groups taking part in the activity as well as addicts in rehabilitation
process from a private clinic Kantchelov

and under the supervision of social workers.
The next issue of the Water tower art fest
2008 was under the motto - Urban Guardian
Angels; it involved more of the support
of the municipality of Lozenetz in Sofia;
the garden around the tower was cleaned
again, this time we presented video installations inside the tower as well as
short films and installations, a photo
contest was launched and there was a concert in the close by area.
During the forth year, 2009, of the artists initiative, the whole of the space
around the tower was inhabited with workshops of different kind, such as: restoration of old furniture, car boot sale,
compost workshop and also an “ecological
way of life” workshop, and in the evening
there was a screening of experimental and
art films for 3 days; inside the tower after a proposal a few video installations
were chosen and artists from Europe and
Singapore and Armenia came and presented
their works.
The initiative has developed from a small
idea of making the building known and
used for non-commercial purposes, raising
an awareness of inhabiting urban areas
with more dignity and a notion for the
past and the future as an intrinsic part
of our life.

Water Tower art events 2010
Short description

The activities in 2010 were to transform the abandoned
Water tower once again into an alternative art center
and also to incorporate other buildings in Sofia, (e.g.
Old Bath in Bankya, Underground Serdika archeological site) which are abandoned and carry out the same
symbol as the Water tower’s initiative.
Where we provoked and challenged by
society’s values and the vital cultural forces for surviving in the cities and came to the surface via art
events, concerts and performances in
alternative public spaces.
The main idea is to make people communicate in a spontaneous way, to fill
a generational and a cultural gap and
to give a priority area for young people and their expression in the cities, the overall look of the city and
how it could be changed by artist’s
initiatives.
Incorporating contemporary art media
and multidisciplinary methods will
make the local citizens more active,
hence the contemporary art seems far
from them, and in this way it will
be brought to their area by tackling
some issues, either social or cultural, and expose them openly to the
public in the area close to them.
Human rights and freedom of speech
are relevantly new to the older generation and only by communicating on
the local level, face to face, about
dear to the people topics e.g. the
future of a particular building, area
etc. this communication will be freely opened to young and older generations, a conversation longed for such a long time for the sake of understanding each other.
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